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TOYS for ELEPHANTS 

For the past eight years. one of 

the Browns' most popular elective 
art classes has been their Toys for 
Elephants project. Each year. stu
dents are tasked with designing 

one-of-a-kind educational toys for 

a pair of beloved elephants who live 
at the Buttonwood Park Zoo in New 

Bedford. At the beginning of the 
semester the students visit the zoo 
and meet Emily and Ruth. a pair of 

senior Asian elephants w ith distinct 
personalit ies. The students learn 

about the animals and design toys 

prototypes that are both indestruc
tible and stimulating for the animals. 
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"In the w ild. the animals would 
spend 18 hours a day foraging for 

food." says Laura Brown. showing 
me one of the models her stu
dents created. based on the shape 
of Archimedes' screw. "It's l ike a 

puzzle. There's an inner chamber 

where oranges and apples can be 
inserted. The elephants figure out 
that if they roll the spool around a 

treat w ill fall out." 
The students return to the zoo to 

get feedback on thei r models and a 
w inning design is chosen. Previous 

classes have created instruments

massive metal chimes. similar to 
those you might 
find on a preschool 
playground - and 

a large wooden 

pillar w ith a series 
of rods and bolts 

covering cham

bers filled with 
treats. "Emily 
Loves to unscrew 

things." explains 

Laura. noting how 
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the elephant nimbly uses her t runk 

to twist the bolts until the food falls 
out. Members of the public are invit

ed to visit the zoo in May when the 
students deliver their f inal projects 

to the elephants. 
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RAISING the ROOF 

The Browns love to learn about the 
architectural structures created by 

different cultures around the world. 

They were particularly fascinated to 
discover images of elaborate Jewish 
synagogues that existed in 18th-cen

tury Poland. Destroyed by the Nazis 
in World War II. these iconic build

ings were all but lost to history- until 

Handshouse Studio got involved. 
What followed was a 10-year-long 

project that stretched all the way 

from the classrooms at MassArt in 

Boston to the hillsides of Poland. 
W ith the help of hundreds of stu

dents from 46 universities in 11 
different countries and a team of 

professional craftsmen from the 
Timber Framer's Guild. the Browns 
set out to reconstruct the elabo
rate roof and painted ceiling of 
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A team of students and professional craftsmen from the Timber Framer's Guild assemble 
beams for the synagogue roof structure. 

the Gwozdziec Synagogue. They 

also built a full-size replica of the 
synagogue's intricately carved altar 
called a bimah. 

The team based their structural 
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designs off black and white photo

graphs and drawings of the historic 
synagogue. They used tradi tional 
tools to transform 200 freshly logged 

trees into timbers and mixed paint 
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colors for the ceiling mural based on a 

color study of a single panel and off pig
ments known to be used in the region. 
"The animals are all symbols." explains 

Rick. pointing to a backward-facing deer 
on one of the practice panels. ·we con

ducted very serious research and docu
mentation of the entire process. Students 

would write down the formulas and the 
story of how they lay the paint on. Every 

single object has been documented in 

this way." In 2014. the completed syna
gogue roof and bimah were donated 
to the POLIN Museum of the History of 

Polish Jews in Warsaw. where it became 
a centerpiece exhibit. 
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G A TROJAN HORSE 

W":e~ :::-es :o monumental wooden structures. few things 
- "'.!? _egendary tale of the Trojan Horse. built to secretly 

arriors through the gates of the ancient city of Troy. 
\Xir-e:.. ents detailed in the "Iliad" and "Odyssey" were based 

:.s IS hotly debated by historians. But Rick and Laura 
B:-c - :::-e ~e. ers. and they think they know how the craftsmen of 

:JC --ed it off. 
-., "1ages that you see of the Trojan Horse were done by 

-.e neriod in which they lived." says Laura. "We wanted to 

-os~ accurate representation of the Trojan Horse ever." 
.:~st siege machines often depicted in Hollywood films, 

:--.e 5. : -s believe the horse would have had a more graceful and 

.....- - -- =~ The couple traveled to Greece with a team of students 
_ :x:::as.ons to collect as much visual data as possible. looking 

a: the artistic style of the Bronze Age Mycenaeans. who 

- early Greeks. The students gathered hundreds of images 

:.= ::rsc =.:awings on vases and analyzed the shapes of little clay 
-;~~ "les traditionally given as gifts and used as offerings at 
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In the summer of 2017 a team of volunteers 
assembled at Handshouse Studio in Norwell 
to construct a wooden model of the Trojan 
Horse head. 

participate. ·we asked art teach

ers to have their students look at 

the images we provide and make 
their horses as accurately as pos
sible." says Rick. The 1.000 Horse 

Project with 1.000 or more miniature 

votive horses slated to be exhibited 
in Washington D.C. in 2019 . 

"I think people really enjoy work

ing with their hands and learning his
Back at MassArt. students set to niques used at the time. As with all tory by producing something." says 

work copying the images on paper 
and then creating small clay and 
wood models in order to under

stand the form better. These artis

t ic studies are now being used to 
design a full-scale Trojan Horse that 
could eventually be exhibited at the 

new International Spy Museum in 

Washington. D.C. 
In the summer of 2017. a team 

of local artisans assembled at 
Handshouse Studio to begin work 
on the horse's head. basing their 

building techniques off what is 

known about the shipbuilding tech-
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Handshouse projects. every step of 
the process is an opportunity for the 
participants to learn something new 

about the history and the culture of 

the people who made the object. 
"Because this was the Bronze Age. 
we've had students replicate period 
tools, like the axes that would have 

used." says Rick. 

To help expand the Trojan Horse 
project's reach to a greater audience. 
the Handshouse team launched The 
1.000 Horse Project and invited art 

educators and professional cerami
cists from across the country to 
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Marie Brown. educational director at 

Handshouse Studio and one of the 
people who rolled up her sleeves 

to help build the head of the Trojan 
Horse. "The students come to see 

that they're part of this much big
ger thing. It's very profound." As the 
name Handshouse Studio suggests. 

each sculptural project is the "work 

of many hands" and that is forever 
part of its legacy. 

For more information about 
Handshouse Studio projects. 
visit handshouse.org. i~ 
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